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BY JACQUELINE CHANTLER
Jacqueline Chantler proudly South African, is a creative artist who lives in George, along the idyllic Garden Route on the coast of South Africa. Jacqueline has always had a passion for creating beauty, often transforming disused materials into meaningful reflections of life and art. Starting as a hobby for this busy mum of two, her art quickly evolved into unique sought after masterpieces with demand from across the world. Inspired by African, Spanish and diverse cultural art whilst travelling through in Europe, the Middle East and South East Asia; Jacqueline creates all her masterpieces by hand, using various hand paint techniques, colours and styles. Her sought after pieces transform living spaces, inside or out.
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Throughout the centuries, cow skulls are significant cultural and religious symbols across the world. Cows are beautiful animals and inspired by the natural beauty of the farmlands surrounding George, her passion to create art and beauty, coupled with her heritage resulted in Jacqueline transforming these skulls into unique, hand-made and sought after masterpieces.
We are a proudly South African company.